ISCS won the toss and elected to Bat, It was a good start for ICCS and able to
pick ISCS openers within power play and also well restricted the flow of runs,
ISCS was countering this by Pratap was trying to increase the run rate and
scoring swiftly at one end and Sri was well supporting at the other end, at this
time ISCS was ready to go further but ICCS took a wicket of Pratap and got the
control back but again the same was well countered by another partnership
between Sri and Kotti, it was well read by ICCS captain and put his best
bowling pair of that day "Himself and Dipal" to break this momentum &
Tanveer succeeded by taking wicket of Kotti & in very next ball he took the
wicket of Robin, well judged catch from Govind at long off at this juncture ICCS
was trying to restrict ISCS below "100" but Sri understood this situation well
and try to take the game as deep as he can but keep on losing wickets in other
end restricted ISCS to "116".

Notable Batting Performances of ISCS - Sri - 41(29), Pratap - 24(17), Kotti - 16
(14), Rahul - 13 (10)

Notable Bowling Performances of ICCS - Tanveer -4/21, Dipal - 2/11, Shakul
-2/22

ICCS need "117" from 120 balls which is run a ball game, it was well
understood by ICCS openers Avik and Tanveer, they were rotating their strikes
and not giving any chance to ISCS bowlers at the end of power play ICCS
were "34" runs from "6" overs & steadily moving towards the target, At the 9th
over ISCS captain called up Pratap to bowl his first over and it was successful
move , he picked wicket of "AVIK" and broke "50" plus runs partnership , this
helped ISCS bounced back to the game and picked up next "6" wickets by
giving just "7" runs from "51/1 to 57/6" but Harsh of ICCS was trying to give his
best from one end but he couldn't get any support at the other end and ISCS
wrapped up ICCS for "96".

Notable Batting Performances of ICCS - Harsh-22, Avik -21, Tanveer-13,

Notable Bowling Performances of ISCS - Pratap -3/26, Arul -2/11, Kotti-2/24,

MOM - Sri Ram for his All round performance

credit to both the teams, played in good spirit

Jai Ho

